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Miissbauer  spectroscopy was used to study the spin fluctuations
of the ferric ions at various sites in Ni-Zn ferrites,Y-Al  irongamet,
and iron-doped 0” -alumina. The temperature dependences  of the
spin relaxation rates were determined, in particular, near the critical
temperature.

J. JNTRODUCTJON

It is often observed that the Mossbauer  spectra of many magnetically ordered materials

at higher temperatures are characterized by the significant broadening of the Zeeman lines

and the growth of inner lines at the expense of outer ones.ëq2  These spectra can not be ex-
plained if Single-Gamed  static hyperfine fields are assumed. For amorphous ferromagnets,
such spectra are generally believed to be mainly due to the distributions of the magnetic

hyperfine fields arising from the random arrangments of the atoms. Much valuble in-
formation about the microscopic environments of the Mdssbauer  muclei and about structure
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transformations have actually been obtained from successful fitting of the esl~~rim~ntal

spectra for such systems.* For crystalline magnetic systems, these anomalous Mossbaucr

spectra are generally recognized to be due to the presence of electronic spin-fluctuation or
spin-relaxation.1~3-8

The relaxation effect of the electronic spin to the Mossbauer spectrum occurs when the

relaxation rate R=r -’ is comparable with the frequency parameter aN A/h which is the

characteristic of the hyperfine interaction. Where T is the lifetime or the correlation time of

the electronic level and is related to the matrix element for relaxation. 4 is the hyperfine
constant. In the effective hyperfine field approximation a natural choice of aN is the

nuclear Larmor precession frequency wL = 4/A/h.The effect of relaxation on the Mijssbauer

transitions is complex as R+w, so that the mathematical expression for the Mossbauer

relaxation-lineshape is very complex even when a polarizing field is present or when the

hyperfine field approximation is valid.
Relatively few successful fittings to the Mijssbauer  spectra of a magnetically ordered

system by using the relaxation lineshapes have been reported and the information about
spin relaxation thus obtained is not very fruitful and rather qualitative. 1í3-8,1  3p l4 In view of

of this fact and in view of the importance of the Mossbauer relaxation parameters to the
understanding of the dynamical behavior of spins, a Mossbauer-effect  study of the spin

fluctuation in some magnetic oxides was started in our laboratory. We report here some of
our results about Ni-Zn ferrite, Y-Al iron garnet, and iron-doped 0î-alumina  samples.
We will discuss first the Mossbauer relaxation lineshape, then apply it to analyze the spectra
of these illustrative systems. The relaxation mechanisms will also be discussed where pos-
sible.

JJ. MijsSBAUER RELAXATJON LJNESHAPES

Numerous theories of the Miissbauer  lineshape in the presence of electron spin

fluctuation have been published in the past 20 years. However, these theories can be
devided into two general categories: the stochastic and the perturbation ones. We will
outline both the stochastic and perturbation approaches to the lineshape in the following
paragraphs.

A. The Stochastic Approach
In the stochastic approach to the relaxation

AI*S between the nuclear spin I and the electron

lineshape, the hyperfine interaction H, =
spin S is replaced by an interaction V(t)

between the nuclear spin and a randomly varying external magnetic field Hex,(t).

V(t) = A$ Sz (t) = -g, PíN  Iz H,,,(t).

The total Hamiltonian is now written as

(1)
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H = Ho + V(t) (2)

Since Hext is proportional to SZ(t),  V(t) and H can only have a finite number of forms cor-

responding to the possible values of Sz. A further assumption is that V(t) and Ho are
effectively diagonal in the angular momentum eigenstates. The general expression I(o) for

the lineshape,

I(o) = (l/Ií)Re  Jo” dt exp(iw t-Iít)  < H- (0) H+(t)> (3)

is then calculated by averaging the correlation function <H-(O)H+(t)>stochastically.  Here
Ií is the natural linewidth and H-(t) is the Hermitian adjoint  of the electromagnetic in-
teraction H+(t) responsible for the Mdssbauer gamma ray transition in the Heisenberg
representation.

For” Fe the relaxation lineshape is given by lo

.
with

.
I(w)= z: I (0)

Ms ,Me MsM,
(4)

IMsMe = (l/Ií)  Re[{  l A-’  * ~1. (9

where Ms and Me are the eigen values of the angular momentum Iz, C is a row vector whose
1 th component is the relative probability that the electronic spin is in its 1 -th state, n is a

column vector with all components equal to 1, and A-í is the inverse of a nxn complex

matrix A with n equal to the number of possible electronic spin states. If the electronic

transition satisfies the selection rule ASz=_+l  , then for Fe3+ the matrix ,\ is given by9

A=

z,

i(56-w) 5CLe 0 0 0

-me-r

5PR, i(36 -w) 8 % 0 0

-(8+5p)ae+r

0 8Pae i(S  -w )- 9Re 0

(9+8p&+T‘

0 0 -i(&+w)-  8ae

(8+P)fi,+r

0 0 0 -i(3.s  +W )-
(5+8pNe+r

0

0

0

0

5Re

(6)
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0 0 0 . 0 5pne -i( 56 +w )
-5p$+r J
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In the last expression, 10 6 is the separation of the Miissbauer lines corresponding to Sz=*5/2

when 0;2e=0,p  is the Boltzmann factor for the populations in ionic Zeeman levels. The
transition probabilities for Sz=5/2+3/2,3/2+l/2,...,-3/2+-512  are- given respectively by

5ae> aan,, 952,) 8ae, 5a;2e. The electron spin relaxation time r is related to 52e by

7-1 = 7 ( l+p)fi,. (7)

An important result of Eqs.(S) and (6) should be particularly mentioned here. When

a;2, -+ 0, these expressions give rise to six sharp Miissbauer peaks at w = +56, +3S, . . . . -56

with relative intensities given by the vector f for each nuclear transition IM,k+IM,).  In
this case the positions of peaks are independent of <St. For high spin flip frequency only

one sharp peak occurs at w = 26 < S, > and in this case the position of the peak measures

the average spin.
The stochastic model is valid when the electronic part of the hyperfine interaction

has no off-diagonal matrix elements, since an external magnetic field has no such elements.

Therefore this model is reasonable for a system in which the splitting of electronic levels
is large compared with the hyperfiie splitting. If the splitting of electronic levels is not

large enough, the off-diagonal matrix elements become important in determining the
Mossbauer  lineshape. Clauser and Blume have generalized the stochastic model to include
this off-diagonal effect.” Their expression of the relaxation lineshape involves the inverse

of a complex matrix of dimension (2S+1)ë(21,+1)  (21,+1),
For a Fe3+, this matrix is a 288 X 2 8 8

complex one.
The stochastic lineshapes (Eq.(6) or other ones) have been applied to explain the

relaxation spectra of some paramagnetic materials” and of soíme magnetic ordered systems

including neptunium compoundsí , K, FeO, 8, Co-Zn feritesî,  and Ni-Zn ferrites. 6J3 F o r

these ordered systems, the ìbest fitî theoretical curves agree satisfactorily with experimental
spectra only when the temperates are not very near the critical temperatures.

B. The Perturbation Approach
In the perturbation approach to the relaxation lineshape, one starts with the exact

Hamiltonian for the entire system to calculate the correlation function < H-(O) H+(t) >

in Eq.(3). The hyperfme interaction H, is treated as a peturbation and the time-dependent

perturbation expansion method is used.
For the 14.4 KeV magnetic dipole transition of” Fe, H+ can be written asl4

H+= rjI*vx A (8)

where I is the intrinsic angular momentum operator associated with the nuclear transition,
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77 is a parameter related to the dipolar strength of the transition, and A is the vector potential

of the gamma ray (k, o). Using this H+, the expression of the Miissbauer lineshape for the

particular nuclear transition I M, > to I M, ) is given by14

+1
IM&d = Z Gp(e)  5 dt exp (iwt-rltl)  (-1)” <IIP(t)  Ií(O)  >

p=-I
(9)

where GP (8) is a geometry factor depending on the angle 0 between k and the assumed

axis of crystal symmetry. For the magnetically ordered system, it is convenient to write

the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system, when the Miissbauer  neucleus is in the excited

state, aP

Hoe = Helec + A;IeZ<SZ>+h~
0

and the perturbation as

He’  =. C
i=x,y,z

A; Iei (Si- 6, < Sz >).

(10)

(11)

.
In the above equations, Helec is the Hamiltonian of the interacting electron system, and the
Ac ës are the hyperfine constants. Similar expressions can be written when the nucleus is
in the ground state. Based on the assumption that R >> aN in the magnetically ordered
system, the correlation function < Imp(t) Ií(O)  > in Eq.(9)  can be expanded and factored
into a time independent part involving the nuclear angular momentum operator and a time
dependent part involving the spin correlation functions 9 i(t>:

q$  (t) = -a s,(t) 6 S,(O) > (12)

where 6 Si(t) = Si(t)  - < Si >; i = x,y,z. Assuming 6 Si is small and the x- and y- directions

are equivalent, the longitudinal and transverse correlation functions can be written as16

G,(t) = < (6 Sz12 > exp (-RL itl)

@Tct>  = < (6 sxj2 > exp  (-I$ Itl) (13)

were RL and R, are respectively the longitudinal and transverse relaxation rate, < (6 SX )ë>

=  -C sx2> =  < S/>. The lineshape function for the particular Mossbauer  transition
I Mg > to I Me ) is given by’

IMsMC(W)  =  &_; I (Ms II-P IM,) I2 . exp (CLAM M /RI2 + CTBM M /RT2 )
s e a e
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- [l it [w  - uiMe)l

+ [-(FM  M + CLAM M /RL + CTBMsMe/RT)  It1 1
g e g e

l exp - [ (CLAM M /RLí)  e x p  (-RL Itl) +  ( C T B M  M  /RL2)  exi(-RL Itl)l (14)
g e g e

where: CL = < @SJ2 >, CT = < SX2 >, w; = A,  < Sz >I% a; = A; < Sz >/h, AM~M,

= (A;M~-  Aî,Me)2,  BM M
s e

= (A;)2 (1;’  I;- M;)+(A;)2  (I,” + Ie - Mz), and rMgMe is

the half-width in the absence of relaxation broadening.
The first line of Eq.( 14) relates to the relative intensity of the transition in the pre-

sence of ionic spin relaxation. The second line gives the position wM’ M = o,ìM,  - wiMg

of the Mossbauer peak. Note that the line position is now proport!olal  to < Sz >, the

average of ionic spin. This result originates from the assumption that the relaxation rates

are much higher than the hyperfine constants (in frequency unit) for magnetically ordered

systems. The third, fourth, and fifth lines contribute to the relaxation broadening of the

Mossbauer peak. When R.L >> CLAM M and R, >> C,B, M , the contributions of the

fourth and fifth lines of Eq.(14) to tsheeline-width  can be ieilected. In this case, the

Mijssbauer  peak has the Lorentzian line-shape with a width rM M + CLAM M /R, +

ëTB,  M  jRT- Except for the additional transverse relaxation broidking CTBi ì,  /R,

this r&_&  agrees with that of Wegener” if his correlation function < h(t) h (0; ; has

been written in the form of Eq.( 13).
The overall Mossbauer relaxation line-shape of a ferric ion thus depends on the

following quantities:

(a) The half-width FM M ës and relative intensities of the three pairs of Mossbauer lines
s e

in the absence of relaxation effects.

(b) The hyperfine constants.
(c) The Boltzmann factor p = exp (-ggB Heff/KBT) of successive ionic Zeeman levels.

Here I_(~ and He, represent Bohr magneton and the effective field acting at Fe3+.  The

quantity p enables us to calculate < Sz >, < (6 S,)” > and < SX 2 >.

(d) The relaxation rates R, and R,.
The perturbative lineshape functions have been used to fit the experimental spectra by

Bradford and Marshall for haemoglobin cyanides14 and by us for Ni-Zn ferrites7írg  and
Y-AI garnets.ë* The agreements between experimental spectra and the theoretical curves
were observed to be very satisfactory. For these mixed ferrites and garnets, we determined

the temperature dependences of the relaxation rates for ferric ions, especially, in the region
of the critical temperature. It seems to us that the perturbative  lineshape function, Eq.( 14),

-.:_
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is more suitable than the stochastic one, Eq.(6), to fit the experimentally observed reiaxa-
tion spectra of ferric oxides. An illustration is given in Fig. 1.

9 O_

881 1 I I 1 I I
-10 -5 0 5 IO

VELOCITY (mm/sx)

FIG. 1 The best single-site fits to the spectrum of (Zn),.,, (Ni), so Fez 0, at 726K.

. In Fig. 1 we show the best single-site fits to the experimental spectrum of (Zn), 20

wl8, Fe?O,  at 726K (0.955TN) with Eqs.(6)  and (14). In these single-site fittings,
the chemical surroundings of the ferric ions in tetrahedral and octahedral sites were con-
sidered to be identical. As indicated by this figure, the goodness of fitting by the pertur-
bative lineshape function is better than that by the stochastic one. The stochastic line-
shape agrees qualitatively, not quantitively, with the experimentally observed relaxation
spectrum. Thre are quite large deviations in the outer parts of the spectrum. Actually,
similar difficulties were encountered in the cases of KZ Fe04  : 8 Co-Zn ferrites,12  and Ni-Zn
ferrites6P20  when the stochastic model was used. Therefore the perturbative lineshape,

rather than the stochastic one, was used to explain the experimental spectra and to extract
the relaxation parameters in our work.

1JJ. NiFe204  and (Zn)o.lo (Ni)o.go Fe204

In the Mossbauer-effect  study of the Ni-Zn ferrite system (Zn>x (Ni), _-x Fe2 0, with

low zinc-content, say x < 0.20, it was found that the single-site fits to the experimental

spectra with the perturbative lineshape function Eq.(14) are satisfactory enough (refer to
Fig. 1). We will discuss in the following paragraphs the relaxation rate obtained from the

single-site fitting for the samples NiFe2 0, and (Zn),  1 o (Ni), 9o Fe2 0,.
In our  single site-fitting of these two samples; the chemical surrounding of the tetra-

hedral A-site ferric ion and that of the octahedral B-site ferric ion are considered to be
the same. The hyperfine constants were derived from the measured hyperfine fields of a
B-site ferk ion at low temperatures (down to 12 K). The half width PM M was obtained

s e
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from the linewidth measurement for the sample at temperatures well above TN and was
assumed to be the same for all the 6 peaks. The transverse relaxation rate R, was assumed

to be a large constant (- 1 012  set-’  > comparable to the spin wave frequency. The important

free parameters were therefore reduced to four, i.e. the longitudinal relaxation rate R,,
the Boltzmann factor p, the isomer shift 6, and the quadrupole  splitting 2~.

In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependences  of the longitudinal relaxation rate
R, for the samples NiFe,O, and (Zn)e,r  (Ni),.,Fe204.  For each of the two samples we

IO 8
650 750

TEMPERATURE(K)

 0, a n d  (Zn),.,,,  (Nil, 90 Fez 04.

also indicate the Níe TN determined from the temperature-dependence of
< S, > calculated from the Boltzmann factor p. When the temperature T is well below
TN, R, is almost independent of T. However, when T approaches TN and goes into the

critical region, R, decreases anomalously and then reaches a minimum at TN. After passing

through TN, R, increases sharply and finally  diverges. We believe that the anomalous

decreasing of the relaxation rate is the critical slowing-down which has often been dis-
cussed in many studies of dynamical critical-phenomena.2’

It is generally believed that spin patches with dimensions much larger than the crystal
unit cell are formed when the temperature is in the critical region. Within each patch the
spins are correlated and a finite number of spins are aligned. The exchange interaction acts
basically between neighboring ions while the thermal disturbance flips the spins uncorre-
latively and incoherently. Thus it requires a long time to generate, destroy, or to flip a large

spin patch. When the temperature approaches the critical temperature TN of the sample,

both the number and the size of the spin patches increase and therefore the relaxation
time increases sharply. In other words, the relaxation rate decreases in the critical region

because the spin-spin correlation length E increases sharply as T approaches TN.
According to the dynamic scaling hypothesis the relaxation time r of the long wave

length modes of spin fluctuation is written as:
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AT - [i6 (19)

Therefore, due to the broadening of AT the slowing down becomes less sharp when more

zinc ions have replaced the nickel ions. Actually we have observed that the ìcritical range”
becames  so broad- that the critical slowing down completely disappears with zinc-content

x > 0.50.’

JV. Y, Al,, Fe3 5 012

In many iron-contained magnetic materials such as ferrites and garnets, the iron atoms

are distributed over non-equivalent lattice points or interstitial sites. An example24  is the

yittrium aluminum-iron garnet system Y3AlXFe5_X  01* with 0 < x G 5. In this material
ferric ions distribute over octahedral a- and tetrahedral d-sites. Each a-site ferric ion

is surrounded by 6 nearest oxygen anions and 6 d-site next-nearest cations. While each
d-site ferric ion is surrounded by 4 nearest oxygen anions and 4 a- and 4 d-site next-

nearest cations. Since the a-0-d superexchange interaction determines the supertrans-

ferred hyperfine field at the nucleus and the effective field at the ion, the hyperfine con-
stants and the Boltzmann factor of the a-site ferric ion are different from those of the d-

site ferric ion. On the other hand, in magnetic dielectrics the most important relaxation

process is the magnon-magnon  scattering process in which the magnetic interaction between

ions plays the dominant role. One thus expects that the relaxation rates of the a- and

d-site ferric ions are also different. Hence the Mossbauer spectrum of Y, Al, Fe5_Xb 12
should consists of two sub-spectra characterized by different hyperfine constants, different

Boltzmann factors, different relaxation rates, different isomer shifts, and different qua-

drupole splittings. Therefore, the two-site fitting is expected to be necessary for the

Y3 AlXFe5_X012  system.
In Fig. 4 we show as an example the Mijssbauer spectrum of Ya Al,, Fes s 012 at

3 10K and its best two-sites fit with Eq.( 14). This spectrum can not be fit satisfactorily

with the single-site fitting. In the two-sites fittings of the spectra for this sample, the
area-ratio and the hyperfine constants of the a- and d-site sub-spectra were obtained
from the well-resolved spectra at low temperatures (12K) and were assumed to be inde-

pendent of the temperature. The IíM  M ës were obtained from the linewidth measure-
s s

ments at temperatures well above T, .
The temperature dependences of the longitudinal relaxation rates RLa and R,, are

shown in Fig. 5. In the same figure we also indicate the Níeel temperature 335* 1K ob-

tained from the temperature dependence of the Boltzmann factor p. When the temperature
is low, the relaxation rates increase with temperature as expected until flat local maxima
near 220K are reached. Then the relaxation rates decrease gradually over a fairly large

range of temperature (AT - 9OK)  and fir&y increase sharply when T, is approached.

The slight decreases in RLa and R,, before. T, is reached were recognized as the

__d.__
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FIG. 4 The best two-sites tit to th,e spectrum of Y, Al, 5 Fe3 5O12 at 3 10K.
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FIG. 5 The longitudinal relaxation rates of Y, Al,., Fe,.5 O,, .

blurred critical slowing-downs with a very broad critical range. As we have discussed in
III, replacing the magnetic ferric ions with the non-magnetic aluminum ions reduces the

correlation length to and thus broadens the critical range of temperature.

The longitudinal relaxation in magnetic materials is caused by the thermal modulation

of the magne tocrystalline aniso tropy energy. Of the three interactions which are respon-
sible for the anisotropy energy, the single ion anisotropy arising from the effect of crystal
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field can only cause the magnon-phonon scattering. The dipole-dipole interaction and the
anisotropic part of the exchange interaction can cause both the magnon-magnon and

magnon-phonon scatterings.

In the Y3 A& Fe5 _-x Or2 svstem. a d-site ferric ion has more cation neighbors then an

a -site ferric ion does. The strength aFe of the interaction between the ferric ion and the

crystal field for a-site ferric ions is larger than that for d-site ferric ions:25

a
aFe

= 1.94x 10e2 c m - ’

d
aFt?

= 0.65 x 10e2 cm-’ (20)

The observation that. R,, > RLa in the temperature range 110 < T < 325K indicates that

the single-ion anisotropy does not play the dominant role in the longitudinal relaxation in

this range.
The magon scattering processes which can contribute to the longitudinal relaxation

rates are those processes in which the magnon number is changed. The lowest order pro-
cesses of this kind caused by the modulations of the dipole-dipole interaction and the
anisotropic part of exchange interaction are the 3- magnons process and the 2-magnons

- 1 -phonon  processes. The contributions R, and R2, of these processes to the longitu-

dinal relaxation rate were given respectively by:26

f

0.4 (gZIr;M;/2JSA)(KBT/2JS)’  gn 2(g~gH,,/KBT)

when  wBHeff<aB T

R3%

1 .4(g2 pi Mz /2JSh)(gll,  He,/2JS)’  exp (-gccB I-@$ T)

\ when gpB Hc,>>KB  T,

(gp,M,/h)(g~BMO/pa3C2)(T/@r,)3  when T-Q< @i/Tc

R2,=

(tipas) (~c~~M,,/K~T~) (T/T,)î whenT>> @L/Tc-

(21)

for the dipole-dipole interaction. In this equation, g,MO, J, S, H,,, p, a, C, 0,) and Tc
are, respectively,ëthe  g factor of the ion, the saturation magnetization, the isotropic ex-
change constant, the spin of the ion, the effective magnetic field acting at the ion, the mass

density of the sample, the lattice constant, the sound velocity, the Debye temperature, and

the curie or the Neíel temperature. For the anisotropic part of the exchange interaction,

the contributions to the relaxation rate of these magnon processes are expected to have

i --_--
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the same forms as Eq. (21). A very interesting feature in Eq. (2 1) is that R; diverges when

the temperature approaches the critical temperature at which He, vanishes, whereas Rzl

remains finite for all temperature. Since we have observed in Fig. 5 the divergence of R, ‘S

at TN. We know that the

temperature is not very low.

The Mossbauer spectra of the iron-doped pî-alumina  with composition NazO  - 5.5

magnon-magnon processes Bre the main processes when the

V. Naz 0 - 5.5 (Fees Ale.5 )2 O,

(F%.s)203 were taken at various temperatures from 13.4 to 790K. The representative

spectra are shown in Fig. 6. At low temperatures, the spectra consist of well-resolved

Zeeman patterns. This means that all ions are magnetically ordered. When the temperature
raises to about 40K, a paramagnetic quadrupole doublet appears and superimposes on the
well resolved six-lines Zeeman pattern. This means that a considerable amount of iron

ions are now in the paramagnetic state while the others are still in a magnetically ordered
state. The paramagnetic ions and magnetic ions continue to coexist when the temperature
rises to 300K. At 300K the subspectrum corresponding to the ordered ions becomes a

. very broad ìYî superimposing on the paramagnetic quadrupole doublet. This sub-spectrum

disappears completely at T = 410 f 20K.

96 -

290K

80 160 2 4 0 3 2 0 4 0 0 480
V E L O C I T Y  ( C H A N N E L )

(I CHANNEL -0.0519f 0.0001 mm/ set)

FIG. 6 Representative Mossbauer Spectra of the iron doped
(Al,., )2 03. The solid curres are the best fits.

0î-alumina  Na, 0.55 (Feoes
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The magnetically ordered ions were identified to be ferric ions in tetrahedral sites from

the measurement of the hyperfine field at IOW temperatures. The para-magnetic ions were
identified to be ferric ions in the octahedral sites from the measurements of quadrupole

splitting at high temperatures. The spectra taken at T > 40K were then fitted with a re-

laxation-broadened Zeeman pattern superimposing on a quadupole doublet.. For spectra
taken at T < 40K, the two-sites fitting described in IV were used. A typical tit is given

in Fig. 7.

96

80 160 240 320 400 480
VELOClTY( CHANNEL)

FIG. 7 Best fit to-the spectrum of Naz 05.5 (Feo.sAlo.s  )2G3 at 5OK.
In Fig. 8 we show the temperature dependence of the longitudinal relaxation rate for

the ferric ions in tetrahedral sites in the temperature range 13.4 < T < 290K. When T <

260K,  the relaxation rate increases proportionally to the temperature with a slope of (8.0

+ 0.3 ) x 10’  set-’  K-l. The proportional dependence on T of the longitudinal relaxation

rate can easily be recognized to be due to the direct process of spin lattice relaxation in
which a transition in the spin system is accompanied with a creation or anihilation of a

phonon. However, the detailed relaxation mechanism for this ìsuperionic conductor”

containing sodium ions is not known and some more studies are needed.

3-

T
E 2-

W
0
-

EJ IL

oU
0 100 200 30C

TEMPERATURE ( K )

FIG. 8 Temperature dependence of the relaxation rate for Naz 0*5.5(Fe0  5 Al, ,)2 OS.
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